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Introduction
Despite a slow economic recovery, reducing
levels of unemployment and low inflation
it would be easy to feel that the worst of
the recession is over. Yet despite this, over
13 million people still live below the official
poverty line in the UK, one of the world’s most
developed countries. That’s one person in five.1
At the same time inequality is far greater in
the UK than in Australia, France, Germany
and many other developed countries, and
significant concentrations of deprivation have
grown, particularly within urban areas.2
Social housing is one sector that is responsible
for providing 3.7 million households with
accommodation – almost half of whom live
on a low income.4
What’s clear is that weekly living costs remain
a severe and prevailing issue for those in
social housing. With the cost of living having
risen by 25% since 2008,5 and with welfare
cuts looming that will cost those in poverty an
average extra £2,744 a year6, more and more
people are struggling to make ends meet.
Consequently, this looks set to be a major
issue for housing associations and policy
makers for the foreseeable future.
It’s essential that we understand how this
issue affects peoples’ lives and behaviours,
so as to mitigate and avoid its most negative
impacts. This is particularly the case for those
on a low income, not only as a moral and
social duty, but also as a financial imperative
for organisations that rely on payments from
those people – such as Housing Associations.

As part of the Cabinet Office backed Public
Service Launchpad, Money Saving Movement
have spent over six months researching the
cost of living in the UK and different ways of
beating it, and have pulled together a broad
array of findings from across the field. Our
research included a market research survey
with over 1,200 randomly selected social
housing tenants from 10 housing associations
across the country. Respondents were
interviewed about their experience of the
cost of living over the last six months –
whether they’d had financial difficulties and in
what areas, whether they’d asked for financial
support, and where they’d go if they needed
help.
Money Saving Movement also interviewed
key service providers from across civil
society, Housing Associations, charities and
pressure groups, as well as in depth one on
one interviews and focus groups with service
users, Credit Union members, and social
housing residents, and a broad literature
review of existing research in the area.
This paper summarises the findings of our
research, and offers a holistic analysis of how
and why instances of personal financial crisis
occur - as well as offering suggestions on
how to design service interventions that help
to prevent problem debt occurring in the first
place.
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The Cost of Living
for Social Housing
Residents in the UK

The vast majority of residents have
experienced some form of hardship

94%

have had
financial
difficulties in
the last six
months

Partnering with leading market research
company Voluntas, Money Saving Movement
interviewed 1,200 randomly selected
social housing residents from across 10
forward-thinking and progressive Housing
Associations across the country.
Two questions were asked within the
resident surveys:
1. In the last six months, have you:
a. Been unable keep up with household
essentials such as food, clothing, rent,
heating and electricity?
b. Missed paying any household bills?
c. Borrowed money from either a payday
or doorstep lenders?

Housing Associations are not seen as
a primary source of support

Twice as many
people would go to their
bank for help (10%)
than their Housing
Association
(5%)

d. Been unable to keep up repayments for
money that you have borrowed?
e. Asked for support on keeping up with
living costs?

Even the basics are a struggle for many

2. If you needed financial help or you were
struggling to pay your bills, where would you
go?

More than

2 in 5

Our research paints a stark picture of the
cost of living in the UK, with a vast majority
of social housing tenants experiencing
some form of financial difficulty in the last 6
months. Our findings suggest that:

struggle to keep
up with household
essentials (43%)

Friends and Family are where people
go first for help
Of those who
knew where they
would turn,

48%

said family & friends
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Three Causes of
Personal Financial Crises
With such a high proportion of low income
social housing residents experiencing financial
difficulties,7 it’s important to understand what
sort of issues can trigger personal financial
crises. With a greater understanding of the
types of problems that can push people over
the edge, better service provision can be
offered to those who need it most.

1: Flashpoints

Not only can service providers recognise
the early signs of issues that can escalate
into problem debt, but they can also design
more proactive interventions that are better
at preventing spirals into problem debt in the
first place.
Through an extensive review of in-depth
ethnographic research, small focus groups,
and one-on-one interviews, Money Saving
Movement has identified three types of
issues that can commonly trigger a personal
financial crisis.
While specific situations may differ, this
analysis offers a framework within which to
understand issues that are raised for people
by the cost of living and the poverty premium.
This in turn allows service providers to offer
interventions that can mitigate and counteract
these issues, before they descend into
problem debt.8

Large and often short-term expenses,
flashpoints can tip a finely balanced
budget into the red. These can be
expected expenses, such as birthdays
or Christmas, buying school uniforms
at the start of the academic year, or
sudden unexpected costs, such as
appliance or vehicle breakdown.
In these cases, a common lack of
savings prevents many from having
the slack in their budget to deal with
flashpoint
expenses.9
Borrowing
money often fills this gap, which all
too often leads to cycles of problem
debt, especially when the person has
no access to mainstream financial
products.10 Even where people do have
savings, numerous flashpoints over the
years whittle these away increasing the
vulnerability of households.
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Three Causes of Personal Financial Crises

2: Transitions

3: Declining
Purchasing Power

Moving from one frequency of
payments to another can also trigger
personal financial crises based on
cashflow problems. For example,
moving from weekly to monthly pay
can cause a financial shortfall that is
difficult to fill without falling into debt.

As a natural consequence to the
rising cost of living and stagnant or
falling wages, a long-term decline in
purchasing power also leads people
into debt.12

Most commonly this occurs when
moving from benefits to work that is
paid one month in arrears – although
a transition can also occur when
benefit claimants are sanctioned, or
when waiting for benefit payments to
commence.
The ability of benefit payments to
cause transitions is particularly
significant when taking into account the
government’s switch to Universal Credit.
Under the scheme benefit claimants
currently on weekly payments are set
to move to monthly payments in arrears.
Without careful support, such a change
is likely to trigger a wave of problem
debt through transitions enforced by
government policy.11

Whilst this type of problem is perhaps
less sudden than flashbacks or
transitions, sometimes it is more
persistent because they represent a
long-term, entrenched financial decline,
rather than a short term issue to be
surmounted.
Identifying common themes that
push people into problem debt is an
important exercise, because it can help
point towards broad solutions that can
be tailored to an individuals personal
circumstances.
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Case Study:Jane Smith*

‘‘

Single mum in her mid-30s,
North London
When I was a student I took on a lot of debt
to pay for my fees and living expenses. I was
working as much as I could, but needed extra
to support my daughter while I was studying.
I ended up taking out payday loans with
Oakham, totalling around £1,100, though the
total to repay was over £2000 after their
interest was added.
By June last year I was still paying this off –
I’ve got a 14 year old daughter, but was still
made to pay £182 pcm. After all these years
I’d rather give up my house than go to court to
pay off this huge amount of debt.
I then signed off Job Seekers Allowance
in November when a recruitment agency
offered me a zero-hours contract. They
provided me with hardly any hours, but
because I was ‘employed’ my housing benefit
got cut at the same time as my JSA.
Very quickly I racked up more than £2200 in
rent arrears, but when my Housing Association
financial support officer assessed my case,
they said they couldn’t help because of the
size of the debt.
I felt so stressed and didn’t know how to deal
with things. Payday loans were so easy to get
and they were building up so that my debt
from my time as a student built up.
By last year, I’d racked up over £25,000 of
debt, mainly with Oakham.

‘‘

I got to the point where I couldn’t get out of it.
I was lucky – my dad ended up paying off the
lot. I’ve learned my lesson and won’t go there
again, but I do have a new job starting and I’m
worried about how that will affect my income
this time…

*Name has been changed
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Stages of Intervention
on Problem Debt
For those dealing with money issues, solutions
usually fall into three categories. Broadly
speaking, the person can:
1.

Increase their income,

2.

Decrease their outgoings,

3.

Become more efficient buyers, getting
more for the same amount of expenditure.

Of course, these solutions are often easier
said than done.
Increasing people’s income is usually a
question of macro-economic and employment
policy, whilst several ethnographic studies
suggest that those on a low income are
often actually very adept at managing a tight
budget.13
Equally, methods of increasing buying
efficiency, such as knowledge websites like
Money Saving Expert or discount websites
such as Groupon dependent on internet
access and proficiency, which, whilst growing,
is less prevalent amongst those on a low
income.14
Many interventions from service providers are
designed to provide these types of solutions.
For example, many Housing Associations
and Charities provide budgeting advice
programmes or benefit assessment services
that aim to improve their residents’ ability to
avoid problem debt.
A weakness with many of these solutions is
that they often fail to get through to the right

person at the right time to act as a prevention,
rather than just ameliorating the effects.
The very nature of the power dynamics in
the landlord/tenant relationships means that
residents are often reluctant to seek advice
from Housing Associations early-on, however
well-intentioned a service is.
Similarly, many people are reluctant to seek
formalised, professional help for money
issues until it’s too late – as the results of our
survey suggest.
By way of example, one local authority we
spoke to had a hardship fund of £1 million for
2013 that was dramatically undersubscribed
to, whilst another was unsubscribed by 77% of
the expected expenditure.15 Another service
provider, this time a Housing Association, had
to cancel its scheduled budget management
days because no residents turned up.
Conversely, the Citizens Advice Bureau
is receiving an ever-increasing number of
cases where the person in debt is so heavily
indebted they are outside the realm of
traditional service provision.
For service providers, then, the services that
are offered is only half of the battle – targeting,
outreach and access are also critically
important for a successful intervention.
We found that many people do turn to
families and friends early for advice, however
we found that few services are directed at
empowering peer-support.
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Stages of Intervention on Problem Debt
Analysis from Money Saving Movement
suggests that there are three stages of a
personal financial crisis, at which interventions
can be directed. These are:

Prevention

Before the onset of a personal financial
crisis, where the individual is getting by but
is perhaps vulnerable to financial shocks

Crisis

Whilst the individual is in the throes of a
personal financial crisis. Debts are mounting
and urgent assistance is needed to get
them back on track

Recovery

After suffering a personal financial crisis
but before the individual has fully repaired
their finances. Often the individual is still
vulnerable to financial shocks, and can
relapse back into crisis

One thing to note about these stages of a
personal financial crisis is that they are fluid,
not static. An individual can pass from one
stage to another fairly rapidly.
Equally, even if someone successfully
recovers from a personal financial crisis they
advance back into the prevention stage, and
still vulnerable to another crisis at a later date.
This is particularly the case if the individual
has been unable to rebuild any savings, or has
exhausted the support of friends and family
during their initial crisis.
By mapping where current interventions are
reaching people, it’s clear that too much
current provision is reaching people whilst
in the depths of their financial crisis – whilst
not enough is helping them out of a crisis or
preventing it from happening in the first place.
We believe and suspect that more effective
use of data held by banks, utility and housing
organisations should provide a basis for early
identification of financial vulnerability from
patterns of behaviour.
This means that many services are often

overwhelmed with cases of people deep in
financial crisis, meaning these services are
stretched and must prioritise the most serious
cases. This creates a vicious cycle, whereby
only those deep in financial crisis gain help,
so others only seek the same help once they
themselves reach crisis point. An example of
this is the shocking 140% rise in the number
of people calling the national debt line since
2007. Joanna Elson, Chief Executive of the
Money Advice Trust said: ‘The gradual erosion
of some families’ surplus income in the face
of rising prices has led to a new generation of
debt problems – one to which more people
are vulnerable, one which is harder to resolve,
and one which has no definitive solution.
In an age of austerity, where service provision
budgets are slashed and people increasingly
struggle to earn enough for a basic standard
of living, it becomes even more important
that interventions become more effective at
preventing problem debt in the first place.
The systemic causes of personal financial
crisis are complex, and policy makers need
to produce interventions that address these
problems in their full complexity.
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Case Study:
Mr Hopkins*
We met Mr. Hopkins outside the Citizens
Advice Bureau in Hackney, London. After
losing his job, Mr. Hopkins had slipped into
rent arrears whilst waiting for his Job Seekers
Allowance to come through, prompting the
Housing Association to initiate a possession
order.

‘‘

The Council and the Housing Association
are out of sync with each other. They just
don’t communicate with each other, there’s
a breakdown in communication and now it’s
threatening my home.

‘‘

I spoke to my mum for legal advice as she
works in that area, but haven’t really spoken
to anyone else. Other than the Council and the
CAB, there’s not really anywhere else to go.
I’m looking for full time work but at the same
time I don’t know if I’ll have a place to live, and
there’s no one else to look to for support. It’s
very stressful.

*Name has been changed
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What Makes an
Intervention Effective?
If interventions are to work, they must not only
be targeted well and readily accessible, but
they must also work for the people they are
intended for.

projects bring together vulnerable, disabled
or disadvantaged people to play football, but
tangentially they learn skills of self-confidence
and teamwork.

Through interviews with service providers,
designers and users, and through testing
intervention approaches with potential service
users, Money Saving Movement has identified
a number of areas that have a significant
influence on a service’s effectiveness.

Dealing with money issues in this way can
be particularly powerful, and can avoid the
problems that many people feel unwilling or
unable to directly engage with money issues.

Tangential Learning
Services that are offered too directly can
often be off-putting, particularly those that are
focused around money issues.
Britain has one of the least open cultures in
Europe when discussing personal finances,
and there is often a stigma attached to
admitting to a financial problem. Service
providers frequently noted that the person
experiencing a financial problem were often
the last person to openly recognise it. This
exacerbates the tendency for people to fail
to seek help until they are already deep in
financial crisis, as described in the previous
chapter.
Tangential learning is a method by which
lessons, skills or techniques are passed on as
a by-product rather than as the centrepiece
of engagement. The individual takes part in
an action or programme that is focused on
something they want to engage with, but they
pick up other benefits along the way.
For

example,

some

community

Taking this forward Money Saving Movement
is currently developing a service to engage
people to improve their financial health whilst
purchasing products. Within the service
people would be able to buy a product
and in the same place receive support to
improve their finances. This is a common and
understood relationship that the individual
recognises and feels comfortable in, and from
which they receive a tangible asset. Once
this relationship has been established, further
benefits can be derived by the individual from
the service provider in a tangential way, such
as financial budgeting advice that is delivered
with the product.

Gamification
Techniques that bring a competitive or
quantified element to activities can also
improve user engagement. Leader boards,
achievement
awards,
head-to-head
competitions and user profile building are all
ways of “gamifying” real world experiences.
This helps to provide positive reinforcement,
and to encourage desired behaviours that
people can visualise and interact with.

sports
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One good example of this is the online game
Spent,16 which simulates the life of a person
on a low income and the difficult life choices
they have to make with their money. It’s an
entertaining and fictitious game, but one that
effectively communicates the difficulty of
living on a low income particularly for potential
funders and supporters seeking to “step into
the shoes” of other peoples’ decision making
environment.
Money Saving Movement produced a
mock smartphone app to test the use of
gamification in helping people to save money.
The app gave users a profile that they could
build by completing money saving tasks
such as switching their utilities supply. It also
included visualisation tools that displayed how
much money the user had saved, and gave
progress trackers against user-defined goals.
Feedback was overwhelmingly positive for
the gamification elements, particularly those
that helped users visualise the benefits they
were gaining from different behaviours.
This allowed people to connect benefits
of immediate decisions with longer term
consequences which can be linked to future
rewards that they had identified.
“The more you see your progress go up, the
more you’re going to click the other areas to
see if you can make it go up more!” – Victoria,
Credit Union member

Incentives
Living on a low income produces competing
demands on peoples’ budgets, which often
cannot all be fulfilled at the same time.
Offering an incentive, especially a financial or
goods-based incentive, can be a good way to
grab attention and improve engagement. This
is particularly the case in an age of immediate
gratification, short attention spans and an
almost constant bombardment of advertising.
When an individual’s immediate needs are
not met, their attention can be divided and
their focus elsewhere. Providing for an
individual’s needs in the short term through
an incentive earns you their attention, and
also gives them more headspace to consider

their long-term needs. This virtuous circle is
compounded if you can provide a service that
caters for a users short and long-term needs
simultaneously.
To be effective, an incentive needs to be
tangible, relevant, and desirable to the user.
However, the incentive must be strongly
linked to a longer-term behaviour, or can
only be redeemed after enacting specific
desired behaviour, otherwise the user may
take the incentive without moving towards the
behaviour that is supposed to be incentivised.

Meeting people where they
already are
Another key lesson learned was that people
are much more receptive to messages on
behaviour change if you meet them where
they already are – both physically and
psychologically.
Many organisations that provide financial
advice found difficulties in getting people to
use their services when organised in Housing
Association offices or other spaces provided
by the service, rather than reaching out to
where people already gather. Money Saving
Movement found that people often only talk
about money within specific circumstances,
often
feeling
uncomfortable
when
approached overtly about money issues.
Many service providers and commissioners
we spoke to said it was becoming increasingly
unaffordable to provide one to one provision
in an era of public sector cut-backs. As a
matter of urgency we believe that far strong
arguments and evidence needs to be made
to protect these services whilst at the same
time investing in bringing to market new costeffective alternatives.
These findings were derived from Money
Saving
Movement’s
interviews,
test
interventions and focus groups with service
users and providers, and require more detailed
and systematic study to prove their efficacy.
That said, a number of key research pieces
back up our findings, including the excellent
Money Lives survey conducted by the Money
Advice Survey.17
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User Centred Design and
Agile Methodology in Low
Income Service Provision
User-centred design and agile methodologies
can be viewed as risk-management
strategies. By testing concepts, insights,
products with users early on, learning from
this and starting the process again reduces
the risks of producing social innovations
that no-one wants, are impractical, or priced
incorrectly.
Agile methodology are project development
techniques that are designed to eke out
effectiveness for products and services, in
the shortest amount of time and with minimal
cost.
The idea is that users - the people who the
service or product is being designed for - are
placed at the centre of the process. Through
ongoing consultation and frequent stresstesting of proposed product or service
features, designers can build iteratively and in
response to user feedback.
There is a wealth of material on agile product
development and user centred design,
which is often associated with a business
development practice known as “Lean”
methodology. It is beyond the scope of
this paper to rehash these approaches in
detail, for which there is expansive literature
already.18
Using good design process is essential in
ensuring future services and products hit the
mark and be delivered at the right moment,
right place and right time.

Identifying the Problem
A famous saying has it that if you have one
hour to save the world, you should spend 59
minutes on the problem and 1 minute on the
solution.
This ethos is core to agile methodology,
because once a problem has been narrowly
and clearly defined, its solution often follows
naturally.
To keep users in the centre of the design
process, communication is key. One-on-one
and in depth interviews are particularly useful
in understanding the mechanics of a person’s
issues, and can give extremely valuable
insights into what they are struggling with and
what help they need. These “user stories”
provide the basis for the design process,
and also give a texture and depth that can be
used to make services more recognisable,
human and relevant.
Key to this process is to ask open and
probing questions that allow the interviewee
to explore their issue freely and in their own
words, rather than sticking to a prescribed
script or formula. Often, the most valuable
comments come at the least expected times.

Frequent Testing
One downside of in depth, one-on-one
interviews is that they are costly in terms of
time and human resources. It can also be
difficult to “see the wood from the trees”,
where the detail given on personal financial
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circumstances can be difficult to extrapolate
to general trends.
One way to circumvent this is to design test
interventions that attempt to address aspects
of the persons issues. Putting a service or
product in front of someone and letting them
stress-test it is key to agile methodology,
and can give quick and invaluable insights
into whether you are designing in the right
direction.
The key is honing down onto one specific
mechanic or element of a problem that you
are trying to address, rather than the whole
issue in its totality. Financial issues in particular
are multifaceted, variable and dynamic, so
its important to isolate one aspect to test
at a time. Key to this is setting realistic and
measurable success conditions, so you know
whether or not the proposed solution is having
a positive effect.

Test Interventions
Money Saving Movement’s experience
of using these methodologies was vital in
challenging assumptions and hypotheses
early on. Our start-up team identified a
number of potential ideas from research
which we could prototype and test with
users - including a service bulk-buying living
essentials, a marketing arm to increase
uptake of membership with credit unions, and
a utilities switching app that included goals
and progress visualisation tools.
By shaping and testing these with target
customers early on we were able to quickly
find where the real gaps lay in our market, as
well as avoid costly development of services
that would have low uptake:

Iterative Design and Responsiveness
to Feedback
Perhaps most importantly, agile methodology
is about designing services in a dynamic and
responsive way around the user. Collecting
user stories and testing mock interventions is
only useful if you act on the feedback that you
receive from these activities, and adjust the
offering accordingly.
The iterative process helps to hone a service,
making it more relevant and useful for the
user. It helps to gain buy-in from wider
stakeholders, as the solutions offered get
closer to effectively addressing peoples
issues. Releasing new versions or designs of
your product or service also helps to avoid
spending too much time, effort or money
creating something that no one will use - a
phenomenon all too common in the lowincome provision sector.
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Lessons

Results

Method

Test

People want to make shopping
choices individually, with decision
making ability and product range
being particularly important

The overwhelming feedback was
that bulk buying was a good idea,
but always for someone else. There
was no interest in signing up to the
service, and people did not warm
to the idea of the service being
delivered socially or in community
spaces. All interviewed expressed
a preference for shopping to be
delivered and to have full choice
over products. This describes the
current and established method of
shopping.

Interviews with coop
manager; focus group
discussions with end
users; survey assessing
desire for service in the
workplace; mock sign
up station for service

Bulk Buying Essentials

The goal setting and progress
visualisation tools were both
warmly received, with many users
expressing an interest in continuing
to use these aspects of the app.
There was a more mixed reaction
to visualising savings made into
items of equivalent cost, because
of the differences in peoples tastes
and interests. Incentives were also
well received, with most users
expressing a desire that these
would be cash incentives rather
than vouchers or any other form of
recompense. Despite this, people
had a “better the devil you know”
attitude and were unenthusiastic
about actually switching utility
providers. People expressed
apathy, a lack of faith in the
switching process, issues around
brand identity and brand loyalty, and
scepticism about how much they
could save.

Tested mock utilities
switching app with
Credit Union members;
individual interviews

Utilities Switching App

People were reluctant to engage
with new methods of organising and
distributing shopping
Interviewees were much more
comfortable talking about shopping
in ways they recognised
Buying decisions were seen as
personal choices that helped enable
people to express their individuality
and identity. Any suggestions of
removing this choice aspect were
strongly resisted, suggesting people
like to feel in control

It takes a lot to convince people
to make a change to existing
relationships with providers
A lack of knowledge about market
rates and offers persists. Many
people didn’t know what tariffs they
were on or even how much they
paid on average on their utilities
Incentives can be motivating for
people, but only when the individual
feels the incentive is relevant to
them
Progress visualisation and goal
setting help make finances more
tangible for people, and therefore
easier to engage with
Use of smart phone apps
for managing finances is not
widespread amongst people on a
low income
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The Time to
Act is Now
Traditional economic policies aren’t working
for ordinary people. Whilst small growth
has returned and the government points to
decreases in the rate of unemployment,19
more than 5 million workers earn below the
minimum wage,20 and 1.4 million are employed
on zero hour contracts.21 A further 4.6 million
are self-employed, yet with almost a third
of those earning less than £10,000 a year,22
it’s clear that the recovery isn’t benefitting
ordinary working people.
Since the financial crisis, the cost of living has
risen by 25%.23 In addition, in 2010 the cost
of living was calculated as being on average
£1,280 a year more expensive for those on
a low income.24 But in 2015, further welfare
cuts loom that will cost those in poverty on
average an extra £2,744 a year.25

The next 12 months will be a critical time for
those living in low income households. If ever
there was a time to act on the cost of living,
that time is now.
We hope our research will stimulate debate
with and between housing professionals,
service providers and communities over how
to effectively prevent problem debt amongst
low income households. Equally Money Saving
Movement are committed to developing
services and undertaking research that will
have a lasting effect for those struggling with
the cost of living.
www.moneysavingmovement.com
moneysavingmovement@gmail.com
@somoneysaving

This is highly likely to dramatically increase
financial strain on those living on a low
income. Social landlords share this view, as
84% of them expect rent arrears to rise in the
next 12 months.26 Clamping down on highcost credit is an important step, but one that
only tackles the symptoms of a system that
fails to serve low income households, rather
than addressing the root causes.
For organisations that rely on revenue from
low income households, failing to act could
mean financial ruin. For those actually living
on the edge, struggling to make ends meet
and to keep their heads above water, the
consequences may be rather more dire.
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Problems Identified

Potential Solutions

Getting Income Up

Living Wage
Rising Economy
Pensions up
Welfare benefits in line with inflation
Citizens Income
Rising investment levels
Support for entrepreneurship/start-ups

Getting Savings Up

Higher interest rates
Lotteries for savings schemes
Greater tax-breaks for savings - higher ISA
thresholds
Increasing ease/opportunity to save rounding up on cash-till payments

Getting Living Costs Down

Stable rental market/affordable rents
Bulk-buys/Collective buying schemes
Affordable credit and finance
Improving credit ratings
Tax-cuts for those low incomes

Money skills

Budgeting tools
Financial skills in schools
Promoting and supporting peer-to-peer advice
- improved websites/apps/ paper-based
materials
Expanding and improving the reach of Credit
Unions and other ethical providers
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